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Summary

For most of human history, knowledge has been transmitted orally. Still nowadays, oral traditions and orality play a fundamental cultural, psychological and social role in all known forms of human societies. The study of orality, in anthropology as well as in many other disciplines, provides a fundamental contribution to a better understanding of human beings and of their organizations. This contribution explores oral traditions and the oral transmission of information from a number of perspectives: their themes, their functions, the methodology to study them, the forms of classification of oral lores and
the history of the disciplines that focus on orality as the center of their analysis.

1. Introduction

Oral traditions are a fundamental tool and a primary source for the understanding of cultures and societies. They are a key object of study and a source of inestimable and often unique documentary value for Cultural Anthropology. They are also related to one of the most distinguishing features of being human, that is language, and therefore have the great theoretical value of being a primary vehicle to convey, explain and construct (fundamental features of) societies and cultures. They often represent a reservoir of primal or complementary information for other disciplines, such as history or linguistics. To their great variety of forms and functions correspond a wide array of analytical tools. This chapter is an introduction to their unmeasurable value, to the richness of their functions, and to the most common instrument used in Cultural Anthropology to collect, analyze, and interpret them.

2. What Are Oral Traditions?

Oral tradition is an exceptionally complex and an infinitely simple concept. On the one hand, an oral tradition is a culturally embedded, verbally expressed occurrence, of highly varying length, shared among members of a society and usually passed on over the course of multiple generations. In this sense, an oral tradition is part of the intangible heritage of a community. Yet this fairly obvious definition is heavily challenged when examining the implications and effects of studying them: their listing and classifying, examining what they mean, their value, how they change over time or across social groups, how they can be used to understand the history of a people, how they work in relation to other socio-cultural aspects of being human (e.g. music, theater, psychology) or in a specific society, their “life expectancy”, and so on. As a start, therefore, it may be useful to discuss the wider context of their occurrence and the most common terms employed to describe them.

2.1. Orality and Literacy

Language is a primary feature of cultures, societies and of human beings. Some scholars maintain that it is also a primary feature of cognition but this is far from being universally accepted. Undoubtedly though, language is a major repository of culture and cultural meanings, as well as one of the main technologies allowing the existence of cultures and societies. Language exists in written and in oral forms, and the interaction between the two is a complex one. Since the 1980s, anthropologists, semioticians, linguists and folklorists have greatly debated upon the value and definition of orality. The term itself was coined as the opposite of literacy, to indicate the use of language in societies where writing is unknown, but this dualistic opposition is today generally not accepted among scholars. In fact, writing is a relatively recent technological development in the history of humanity. The greater part of human history, and the enormous majority of the cultures and societies that have existed on earth, existed in an “orality context only”, where only oral language existed, and where spoken language was a primary (although never exclusive) medium of transmission of the systems that we call culture and society. Today many societies present some, yet greatly varying,
degree of literacy, and this naturally contradicts a strict opposition between orality and literacy. Unfortunately, for decades, analysis and theories have been permeated and influenced by over-simplistic dualities or over-simplistic models, such as the use of the expression 'oral societies' as a synonym of 'illiterate societies'. Among the oppositional dichotomies associated in the past by anthropologists to the duality orality/literacy and considered today highly erroneous, there are the couples: uncivilized/civilized, subjective/objective, primitive/evolved, unreliable/reliable.

In this paper, we will use the widest definition of orality, the most straightforward and descriptive one: orality is what is spoken and oral tradition is the common lore transmitted orally in a society, an intangible cultural heritage that could theoretically be recorded – and often is by anthropologists and folklorists – and that plays a crucial part in keeping a culture alive. It is however important to quickly overview the main points of the debate on orality and literacy, which means also considering the other, narrower, definitions of orality.

A few scholars still today use the term orality to refer to verbal expressions only in relation to societies where literacy is unknown or unacquainted to most of the members. However, the most influential contemporary scholars and the less flawless theories, both question a rigid division between oral and literate. Undoubtedly, when it is present, literacy greatly influences the use and perception of orality. However, even in the contemporary societies with high literacy rate, orality still plays an important role in everyday life, and many forms of knowledge or traditions are still transmitted – or kept alive – in their oral forms.

The American scholar Walter Ong (1912-2003) is among the researchers who have spent a great amount of analytical effort investigating the relationship between orality and literacy in contemporary societies. He coined the expressions “primary orality” and “secondary orality”, later adding the idea of “residually oral culture”, to distinguish between orality in societies with little or no literacy from that observable in societies with a high literacy. Other important contributions to the theoretical definition of orality – as for instance those employing the concept of diglossia, those introducing the concept of textuality to substitute literacy and those suggesting transitional models between literacy and textuality – were given by the American historian Brian Stock (1939-), by the German scholar Franz Bäuml (1926-2009), the Canadian philosopher Herbert Marshall McLuhan, (1911-1980) and by the British philologist Eric Havelock (1903-1988). Some of their works are listed and briefly described in the bibliography. In the French-speaking academic literature, the idea of orature is often employed. This term, coined on literature, is used to express the heritage transmitted orally as having the same importance and complexity of that transmitted with writing.

Related to the above is the work of many scholars who have explored the relationship between textuality and orality in the ancient, now dead, societies that have left written traces of their worldview, as for instance the ancient Greek, Roman, Vedic or Chinese. Within the ancient texts, scholars have tried to discern – because of aesthetic, historical, semiotic and anthropological reasons – which ones (or which parts of them) were originated in orality or were used orally. According to the American scholar Bruce Malina (1933-), “the question of literacy and illiteracy in a given [ancient] culture is not
simply about the prevalence of the ability or lack thereof to read and write in a social group. The basic issue is whether a language document, whether an utterance, a speech, or a writing, was carefully composed and edited, or unprepared and extemporaneous, in the form we have it” (Malina, 1996, p. 98). We may add that basic issues are also when, how and why they were used orally, eventually becoming a form of written literature.

In this chapter we discuss oral traditions and orality, but not the relationship between orality, literacy, culture and language. This chapter, in fact, is focused on a higher organizational and analytical level than that of languages: the level of – for instance – tales and songs. Undoubtedly, languages (and their forms and contexts of existence) shape and influence many aspects of oral traditions. It also happens that linguistic features inevitably affect the contents, as for instance how stories are told, if (and when and why) oral lores are published, or how songs are sung and how poems are structured. However, this volume is not focused on exploring these aspects. The branch of anthropology that focuses on the relation between language and culture is linguistic anthropology. We encourage the reader to consult the chapter on linguistic anthropology in this volume and the volume on linguistic anthropology of this encyclopedia, for a deeper understanding of how languages, cultures and societies are related.

2.2. The Forms of Oral Traditions

The forms of oral traditions are almost infinite. During UNESCO’s 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, one of the five main domains identified as intangible cultural heritage is that of “oral traditions and expressions including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage.” However, faced with the necessity of identifying their forms, the UNESCO representatives and experts, concluded their work without giving a proper taxonomic scheme, because this domain “encompasses an enormous variety of spoken forms including proverbs, riddles, tales, nursery rhymes, legends, myths, epic songs and poems, charms, prayers, chants, songs, dramatic performances and more” (UNESCO, 2003). Very few scholars have tried to compile a complete list, categorizing or classifying the various forms of oral traditions, and there is no agreement in the scholar community on a fixed taxonomy of oral traditions. Because of its nature and complexity, this subject is not even considered a relevant or viable one in contemporary debates. However, empirical or implicit taxonomy are often employed in the theoretical, methodological and pedagogical works of many scholars.

Generally speaking, in the scientific literature there are a few distinctions usually employed to discern the types of oral traditions. They are all based on one or more of the following features, often employed together: mode of expression, aesthetic or other formal criteria, context of use, function, and emic perception. Scholars interested in the mode of expression usually differentiate performances from non-performances. Although this distinction could be considered a subset of the aesthetic and formal criteria, it should be noticed that the aesthetic/formal criteria tend to be much more specific: they are in fact the richest system of classification for oral traditions. This kind of differentiation usually employs traditional categories, distinguishing for instance a tragedy from a comedy, and can be very descriptive and precise, such as when employing categories such as slapstick, ode or monologue. Very popular formal
classifications are those that distinguish prose from poetry; or musical expressions (especially songs and their numerous subtypes) from non-musical ones. On the other hand, a scholar studying the mode of expression may be more interested in, for instance, the use of body language, or the interaction with the audience, but there is no clear-cut differentiation between formal systems and those for modes of expression.

The distinctions based on the context of use and those based on functional criteria are also osmotic. The latter are usually employed when a lore is related to a specific and/or predominant function, as may be prayers, battle cries or magical formulas. The context of use is a broader category. Most of the items included in functional schemes can be classified also under a label belonging to the system 'context of use', but the contrary is not always true, as it is the case for instance with the lorees known as 'children stories'. As their name goes, in fact, children stories are supposed to be employed in the context that could be described as “audience made of children”, yet their function can be for instance didactic, entertaining and more. It should also be noted that a subfield of oral studies labeled childlore exists. It studies oral traditions specifically related to childhood, distinguishing various genres such as playground songs, lullabies or rhymes.

The most common distinction based on the emic (or internal) perception of an oral tradition is the one that separates what is perceived as fiction and what is perceived as factual. To this group belongs the distinction between legend and myth. In this context, the former is a narration believed to be fictional in the culture where a narration is transmitted, while the latter is believed to be the account of matters that really happened. Among many societies for instance, orally transmitted genealogies are perceived as factual or historical, while at the same time a category corresponding to the fictional, amusing oral literature known in Europe as fairy tales, can often be observed across cultures. Of course, emic perception may not be perceived as factual from an etic (or external) perspective, and this is particularly true in the case of myths. The use of other emic categories is less common, and it is often confined to the anthropological literature of specific cultures or societies. A typical example are the types of pre-British storytellers in Ireland, and the stories associated to them. Among the Gaelic speaking people of nowadays Ireland, story-telling has been for centuries an important and popular form of art, of historiography and of entertainment. According to scholars of Irish folklore, professional storytellers were divided into well-defined ranks, each with its own training, repertoire of stories and audience. The four main groups were: ollaimh (professors), fili (poets), baird (bards), seanchaithe (oral historians). It is clear that such emic categories are fundamental for – and broadly employed by – scholars of Irish folklore and in the related cultures, but that they can hardly be applied in other contexts.

The weak and strong points of the terminology employed in the study of oral traditions, and the discussions among scholars about the proper wording to be employed, cannot be analyzed here in more details for lack of space. We invite the reader interested in deepening this subject to read specific publications (Bendix / Hasam-Rokem 2012). We will limit our analysis to the most employed labels. In fact, notwithstanding the lack of a general consensus on terminology among scholars, there is a mainstream use of some terms and expressions. These terms and expressions will be employed here, for two main reasons: on the one hand, the necessity of categories and words to proceed with the analysis, and on the other hand the fact that the continuous use and overwhelming
presence in academic literature of certain words makes them unavoidable, as well as necessary to the presentation of theories and research, even if they may sometimes lack a precise definition.

2.2.1. Tales

*Tale* is without any doubt among the most employed and popular words used to analyze oral traditions. This is simply the consequence of the fact that tales are among the most widespread mode of oral fiction: a multifaceted form of oral narrative found in virtually all cultures and historical periods. As a genre, tales are frequently divided into a number of subtypes without standardized terminology, often labeled in English with compound words such as folk tales, tall tales, fairy tales, formula tales, didactic tales, etc.

Most definitions of tales agree that they are fiction or narrative, and many scholars employ the terms folktales and tales as synonyms. The American folklorist Robert Adams – whose books are often employed as teaching tools in English-speaking universities – distinguishes folktale from folk-legend. The former is characterized by two main features: a “relative stability as to form” and a “complete lack of any claim that what is portrayed in the tale actually happened” (Adams 1973, p. 27). The latter, instead, tells “of extraordinary events in the lives of everyday people, told as if it were an historical account” (Adams 1973, p. 8). Adams also differentiated folktales into two main groups. The first one is characterized by articulated forms and is called fairy tales or wonder tales. Adams also refers to this group with the German word *Märchen*. The use of non-English words, such as the French word *conte de fées* or the Italian *fiaba*, is appreciated or employed also by other scholars whether to refer to – or redefine – this group or to clarify some of its subtypes. The second class created by Adams in the folktale group is also based on formal features. It is in fact characterized by simpler forms, and typical examples of genres belonging to this group are anecdotes, animal tales and jokes.

Although some scholars consider part of it outdated or theoretically objectionable, Adam's work has two qualities: it sets some ground for taxonomic analysis, and it introduces – and sometimes defines – some of the most employed (sub)genres and labels. Among the many other influential scholars who treated the subject, it is worthy to mention the work of the French-Bulgarian philosopher Tzvetan Todorov (1939-) who, in his studies, underlined the importance of the form, writing for instance that “what distinguishes the fairy tale is a certain kind of writing” (1975, p. 54). The relationship between form and genre has often been underlined in studies of oral traditions. As Jessica Tiffin (1969-) puts it, for many genres of tales “the form depends for its identity […] on a clearly recognizable overall effect which is constructed through a number of characteristics, including tone, form, structure, pattern, and motif” (Tiffin 2009, p. 5). Another possible distinction in the tales group, introduced by the German-American philologist Michael Witzel (1943-), is based on the gender division of power: grandfather's tales, or official story lines, and grandmothers' tales, closer to folklore and to legends.

Finally, the list of subtypes recognized in the “tales family” cannot ignore the term fables, usually associated with the famous Aesop's *Fables* (aka *Aesopica*), a collection.
of tales that portray anthropomorphized animals in a plot implying a moral lesson, traditionally credited to the ancient Greek storyteller Aesop (ca 620- ca 560 BCE). Modern scholarship, agreeing that Aesop probably didn't compose all of the fables attributed to him, has investigated extensively Aesop's Fables, for which also a widely employed, numerical index exists. It is known as the Perry index, from the name of the American scholar who created it: Ben Edwin Perry (1892–1968). The term fable is ambiguously employed to mean animal folktales with a moral, but also folktales with anthropomorphized animals and also, rarely, didactic tales. Yet, many scholars prefer to use the term “parable” to refer to a moral, fictional story that does not portray anthropomorphized animals. Fables are a very popular genre among traditional cultures: over the centuries, ethnographers, as well as enthusiasts of oral literature, have collected and published great numbers of fables from around the world. Examples of collectors are the Belgian painter Fernand Allard l'Olivier (1883-1933), who recorded and published folklore during his travels in Africa, or the anthropologist Mudimbe (1991). Fables are also a fertile literary genre in Western societies, from medieval times to contemporary literature. Among the most popular collections of fables written by known authors, there are the ones from the French fabulist Jean de La Fontaine (1621–1695). Some of La Fontaine's fables re-elaborate oral traditions, and many of them have become oral literature, confirming that a strict opposition between orality and literacy fails to grasp the reality of cultures.
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